This letter represents a formal response and comments by TISI Canada Inc to the CNSC’s Guide document RD/GD-338 Security Measures for Sealed Sources.

After a detailed review of this document the flowing comments are made:

1. Page 2 (j). Typo. Should be the word “workers”.

2. Request a clarification of the CNSC expectation for licensees responsibilities when using courier services. Specifically for category 2 sources, section 4.2.1 page 22 speaks of a verification process. Verifications also include background screening of carrier personnel.

   It is a normal and acceptable industry practice for a company to verify client and regulatory compliance of its suppliers and subcontractors. However, in the case of couriers or third party carriers, the end result may be meaningless if these (Couriers/carriers), are not licensed or regulated the same way. It MAY be possible that carriers/couriers may simply choose not to service this industry. It may also prove to be difficult to verify or for the couriers to implement unless they put an id system in place or are willing to spend that extra expense to service our industry.

   Our industry would be reluctant to be responsible for sources and devices once out of our control. Security regulations must apply and be consistent throughout the supply chain in order to maintain control of sources and devices. There are already requirements in place for transfer and direct observation of devices and sources. However, transport within and unregulated industry appears to be a weak link in the chain.

   If the expectation is for a licensee to simply implement a documented verification process as part of the procurement/purchasing of courier/carrier services, then this would be an acceptable expectation.

3. Request clarification or additional information on the requirements for background checks. It appears that verification of trustworthiness, honesty and reliability can only be made by the use of a background check using the CPIC database. If this remains to be the case, can a company accept a background check that was performed as part of another program or by another company? Provided the CPIC was used for the verification and documented evidence was available (Copies of assessment or background check report)? E Nexus, Controlled Goods Program, ITAR, a check performed by another company. The flexibility would allow licensees to mitigate the cost of this requirement if possible. Currently a background check to CPIC can cost up to $60 U.S per person.

Otherwise we find the guide to include requirements and guidelines that we in our company already have in place for category 2 sources and devices.
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